
 

Driving Mode 

Driving mode display and changing mode 

（走行モードについて） 
Press the power button “電源”.（When the power is on, lamps turn on.）Driving 
mode lamp shows the selected driving mode.  
● If you press “△”of driving mode changing button, the driving mode will be 
changed from “eco mode エコモード” to “ Automatic mode オートマチック”, or 
from “automatic mode オートマチック” to “power mode パワーモード”.  
● If you press “▽”of driving mode changing button, the driving mod will be 
changed from “power mode” to “automatic mode”, or from “automatic mode” to 
“eco mode”.  
Warning 
Do not turn on the main switch “電源” when you put your feet on the pedal.  
Keys 
● You can change the driving mode anytime. 
● Changing driving mode and battery charge remaining lamp are not related.  
● When you turn on the power, the driving mode is the last selected mode. 
● Even when you keep pressing “△”or “▽”of driving mode changing button, the 
driving mode does not take a round.  

 

Mileage per charge （充電あたりの走行できる距離） 
Mileage per charge 
A rough indication of mileage per charge is the following. 
The running distance will be changed by the driving mode. 
 
<Standard pattern: flat road and sloping road > 
Power mode: 25km  Automatic mode: 28km  ECO mode:41km 
 
<Sloping road> 
Power mode: 10km  Automatic mode: 10km  ECO mode: 14km 
 
Environments effect running distance.（走行距離に影響を与える環境） 
The following situations will make running distance shorter. 
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*Stop-and-Go driving  *Carrying heavy stuff  *Sharp ascent *Rough road 
*Strong wind  *cold temperature  *Underinflated tire   
*Degenerated battery  *Riding a bicycle with  a child   
*Lighting headlight 
 
Poor maintenance will make running distance shorter. 
Example: The break is on all the time. 
 
 

How to start（発進のしかた） 
1. Unlock the keys 
*After unlock, put the key into the lock of rear tire and ride the bicycle. 
*Confirm the display of a handlebar locking is blue. 
*Turn the handlebar to confirm the lock is unlocked. 
 
Warning 
Take out a key form a battery lock certainly. 
 
Caution 
Please do not have a key chain on a key.  
後輪錠 the lock of rear tire 
ハンドルロック handlebar locking 
表示窓：青色 Display: blue 
連動ワイヤー interlocking wire 
ハンドル操作に異常のないこと Confirm there is no operation anomaly on the 
handlebar 
 
2. Turn on the power button without placing your foot on the pedal. Then change 
the driving mode as needed. 
*If you turn on the power button with tread force, the power-assist will be weak. 
Please turn on the power again. 
*If it take over 10min after power on without riding, the power will be turned off 
automatically to save battery. (Automatic Power-off System) However, if you 
operate the main switch, the power is not turned off. 
*After the power is off by automatic power-off system, if you push the main power 
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button, the power is on again. 
 
 
 

How to change speeds（変速のしかた） 
How to use a speed change grip 
1. When you are riding the bicycle, stop pedaling.  
2.*If you rotate the grip to the near side, you can shift up from 1 to 3. 
  *If you rotate the grip to the far side, you can shift down from 3 to 1. 
 
 

Headlight （前照灯について） 
If you push the light button, the headlight is turned on. If you push the light button 
again, the headlight is turned off. When the headlight is turned on, the light mark 
(ライトボタン) on the display is also turned on.  
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